World Cogeneration Day Newsletter 2022 Q1
This newsletter includes a curated collection of top stories from www.CHP-Funder.com, World Cogeneration Day, and the global media,
showcasing the latest in Combined Heat and Power (CHP) innovation and the investors that fund cogeneration. Please get in touch if you'd like
to be a guest contributor, or if you have any feedback or tips.

If your organization seeks cogeneration sales leads in your market, consider sponsoring World Cogeneration Day, the world’s largest global
outreach platform for CHP and cogeneration. Submit CHP stories about projects and people to celebrate your organizations success.

THE LATEST NEWS IN COMBINED HEAT AND POWER
COGEN WORLD COALITION WELCOMES OUTCOMES OF COP26

https://mailchi.mp/f41711f343e3/press-release-cogen-world-coalition-welcomes-outcomes-of-cop26

Combined Heat And Power Market To Grow By Billions Over The Next Few Years, Says
MarketsandMarkets

https://www.environmentalleader.com/2021/11/combined-heat-and-power-market-to-grow-by-billions-over-thenext-few-years-says-marketsandmarkets/

2g making Mexican farms more sustainable with biogas cogeneration

https://www.cogenworld.org/making-mexican-farms-more-sustainable-with-biogascogeneration/?utm_campaign=2021_General%20Social%20Media%20Posts&utm_content=189082668&utm_medi
um=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-741080

Using CHP to improve efficiency and reduce emissions

https://www.ebmag.com/using-chp-to-improve-efficiency-and-reduce-emissions/

CHP Snapshot Survey 2021: growing values but still uncertain regulatory... December 2021

https://www.cogenerationchannel.com/en/video/category/associazioni-e-policy/994/snapshot-survey-chp-2021valori-crescita-ma-quadri/

CAPSTONE GREEN ENERGY TO PROVIDE ITS 600KW ENERGY EFFICIENCY SYSTEM TO
ALABAMA HOSPITAL
HTTPS://WWW.CAPSTONEGREENENERGY.COM/INFO/NEWS/PRESS-RELEASES/DETAIL/3912/

Combined Heat and Power as a Platform for Clean Energy Systems - research at Georgia Tech

The research finds that if Georgia added CHP systems to the 9,374 sites that are suitable for cogeneration, it could
reduce carbon emissions in ...

Russia approves energy strategy to combat warming amid climate summit —
RealnoeVremya.com

As a result of the development of combined heat and electricity generation, low-efficiency facilities will be
“everywhere” replaced by cogeneration ...

Digging Deeper: Tax Considerations for Renewable Energy Projects - JD Supra

Combined Heating and Power (CHP) plants (i.e., combined heat and power or cogeneration plants) currently
qualify for a 10% Investment Tax Credit ...
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AI to Emerge as the Dominant Industrial Combined Heat & Power System Technology in ...

Big News Network.com
However, continuous development of a comprehensive range of cogeneration prime mowers such as gas turbines,
gas engines, and steam turbine systems for ...

PA Options for Wellness Selects Kinsley Energy Systems to Power Cannabis Cultivation
PR Newswire
PRNewswire/ -- PA Options for Wellness (PAOFW) has selected Kinsley Energy Systems to supply a highefficiency combined heat and power (CHP) and ...

UK Decarbonization project seeks permit - Power Engineering

The Humber Zero project would allow the capture and storage of carbon at the Phillips 66 Humber Refinery and
VPI Immingham combined heat and power ...

Extended use of heat: In Hamburg, more heat is to be obtained from waste - Market ...
... into the Hamburg district heating network or, as before, make the steam produced available to the
Tiefstack combined heat and power plant.

CHPO as a Clean Energy System Platform - Power Engineering

ReEnergy's Albany Green Energy biomass plant (pictured above) is a compelling example of CHP systems at work in
Georgia. The facility, located at ...

New Canaan selectmen approve $355,000 for mini power plant at Town Hall - The Register Citizen
While the town adds another CHP to its energy arsenal, consultant Mark Robbins updated...

Micro Combined Heat & Power (CHP) Market - Growth, Trends, COVID-19 Impact, and ...

Yahoo Finance
The micro combined heat & power (CHP) market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 18. 14% during the forecast
period. Factors such as low natural gas ...

EC Commission approves change of Romanian aid scheme to support high efficiency cogeneration

SeeNews
Romania asked the Commission to approve an increase in the support period for combined heat and power (CHP)
from up to 11 years to up to 21 years, ...

CEA Industries Stock (SRNA): Why The Price Surged - Pulse 2.0

This project utilizes combined heat and power (CHP) for onsite power generation. And CHP (also known
as cogeneration) produces both electricity ...

Surna providing Energy Efficiency, CHP and HVAC services for California Cannabis project
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MICRO-GRIDS, NATURAL GAS, RNG, and HYDROGEN NEWS
Why This Could Be a Tough Winter for the US Electric Grid
https://microgridknowledge.com/electric-reliability-winter-us-grid/

INNIO Technology to set up first 100 percent H2 engine CHP in APAC region

https://etn.news/buzz/innio-technology-to-set-up-first-100-percent-h2-engine-power-plant-in-apac-region

GERMAN GAS LOBBY WANTS MORE TURQUOISE HYDROGEN

https://gaspathways.com/german-gas-lobby-wants-more-turquoise-hydrogen-press-396

The natural gas market is crashing. Were up now down. Natural gas markets have gotten
hammered during the trading session on Thursday, losing over 5% immediately.

https://www.fxempire.com/forecasts/article/natural-gas-price-forecast-natural-gas-markets-get-hammered-3849255

EU plans to label gas and nuclear energy 'green' prompt row
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-59850093

Bio LPG: what role in the decarbonization process? immediate use is in conventional CHP.

https://www.cogenerationchannel.com/en/video/category/efficienza-energetica-e-cogenerazione/1001/bio-gplquale-ruolo-nel-processo-di-decarbonizzazi/

Green hydrogen could compete with traditional hydrogen by 2030, natural gas
by 2050: report
The growing scale of the H2 industry and increased competition from new market entrants,
coupled with technology improvements, are poised to drive a rapid decline in the cost of
hydrogen production, according to Wood Mackenzie.

India Becomes Latest to Test Green Hydrogen Microgrids Microgrid Knowledge
More geothermal for green district heating in Bavaria - ThinkGeoEnergy

or the AGFW experts, this includes not only geothermal energy, but also cogeneration. “We will also need CHP in the future
because it uses fuels ...

Webinar recording on geothermal economic simulation tool GEOPHIRES - ThinkGeoEnergy

In addition to electricity generation, direct-use heat applications and combined heat and
power or cogeneration can be modeled.

Natural gas to gasoline: A $6 billion proposal in PA
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UPCOMING EVENTS (please let us know of any upcoming events that we should share)


Feb 1 – 10th Annual SEI Energy Briefing. Tuesday, 8:30 - 10:00 AM



The Energy Efficiency Alliance (EEA) moved its “Forging the Future for Energy Efficiency”
conference to the Spring of 2022 here.

Is your organization looking for more cogeneration networking, leads and
education? If so, consider sponsoring World Cogeneration Day. Submit
CHP stories about projects and people to celebrate your organizations
success. Join the world’s largest global outreach platform for cogeneration
and CHP news, education, and deals.
.
Success of World Cogeneration Day - September 4

World Cogeneration Day made a big impact and impression on the world. The response to World Cogeneration
Day has been epic. It achieved the mission to spread the word about Cogeneration and CHP to the world. World
Cogeneration Day’s mission is to educate and celebrate the CHP and cogeneration movement worldwide and to
help stakeholders drive market change for energy-efficient, resilient, and green CHP and cogeneration.
World Cogeneration Day has generated 100,000's of posts, hits, links, feeds, likes, comments, retweets, shares,
clicks, views and social media activity over the duration of the week of September 4. World Cogeneration Day
event became a "top-ranked" SEO on Google, Bing, and other search engines. Sponsors reported achieving over
20% engagement on posts (reactions + comments + shares + clicks and impressions), which is a 5 times multiplier
from prior typical levels of engagement.
Thousands of influential people now know or know more about CHP because of this campaign. Your involvement
helped make World Cogeneration Day a great success; "One Day for Cogeneration", with global connections using
hashtag #WorldCogenerationDay. As has been said by many "Thanks for bringing this holiday to life!" Thank you
all for your input and great contributions to the success of World Cogeneration Day!

We have a small favor to ask, HELP OUR CAUSE, and pay forward

If you haven’t already done so, please consider making a contribution at www.WorldCogenerationDay.org Your
support as a sponsor or partner will enable us to put your company on the World Cogeneration Day website,
broaden outreach, elevate, and recognize CHP heroes! Your generous donation in any amount will fund the
mission for World Cogeneration Day celebrations. #WorldCogenerationDay
DONATE NOW
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